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PRESS RELEASE
Successful launch at CeBIT Australia
Sydney, New South Wales – May 3 rd 2016 – CeBIT welcomed huge crowds on the opening day with a range
of entrepreneurs, business and government officials making their way to Sydney's Olympic Park for the
technology showcase. AKIPS also celebrated the successful launch of their Network Monitoring Software in the
Australian marketplace, following success in international markets.
CEO Paul Koch stated “CeBIT was selected as the event for AKIPS to be showcased within the Asia-Pacific
region due to its reputation as the largest, vendor neutral, business technology solutions event”.
AKIPS empowers IT network engineers, across all industries, with the network visibility to allow them to be
better equipped to investigate, troubleshoot and fix performance issues, ensuring the IT infrastructure
underpinning your business is running effectively. With its innovative technology in terms of scalability (1 million
plus devices), coverage (multi vendor across over 1200 MIB objects) and engineered optimised performance
(allowing AKIPS to be run from a virtual machine {VM}), couple with a business model that offers AKIPS
Network Monitoring Software on a low cost annual subscription basis, AKIPS is well equiped for success in the
Network Monitoring Solution (NMS) marketplace.
In today's internet of everything world, with the dependence on digital data, and the mere fact no business can
operate without an effective Information technology base, makes a compelling case for deploying a network
performance monitoring tool, such as AKIPS. To ensure you have an evidence based, near real time, key
performance indicator status for your IT network, why not trial AKIPS today.
AKIPS monitors any brand of equipment that correctly implements network communications protocols (i.e. Ping,
SNMP, Syslog, Traps, Netflow). Performance data is available at 1 minute resolution, instantly historically
searchable up to 3 years, with configurable alerting to allow tiered escalation of issues and faults that fall
outside user configurable thresholds.
AKIPS is an innovative Australian company which engineers, designs and develops network monitoring
software focused on user experience, speed, and scalability. AKIPS runs from a single virtual machine on
customer premises, automatically discovers wired and wireless networks, identifying and monitoring vital
metrics out-of-the-box for a hassle free deployment, using SNMPv3, IPv6, syslog, NetFlow/IPFIX, and more.
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AKIPS showcasing their Network Monitoring Software at CeBIT Australia 2016.
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